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A Real-Time Traffic Simulation System
Anthony Theodore Chronopoulos,Senior Member, IEEE,and Charles Michael Johnston

Abstract—This article studies the usefulness of parallel process-
ing in real-time traffic-flow simulation based on continuum mod-
eling of traffic dynamics. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD’s)
methods for solving simple macroscopic traffic-flow continuum
models have been studied and efficiently implemented in traffic
simulation codes (on serial computers) in the past. We designed
a traffic-flow simulation code and mapped it onto a parallel
computer architecture. This traffic simulation systemis capable of
simulating freeway traffic flow in real time. Tests with real traffic
data collected from the freeway network in the metropolitan
area of Minneapolis, MN, were used to validate the accuracy
and computational rate of the parallel simulation system. The
execution time for a 2-h traffic-flow simulation of about 200 619
vehicles in an 18-mi freeway, which takes 2.35 min of computer
time (on a single-processor computer simulator), took only 5.25 s
on the parallel traffic simulation system. This parallel system has
a lot of potential for real-time traffic engineering applications.

Index Terms—Freeway network, parallel, real time, traffic
simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

RESEARCH in intelligent vehicle/highway systems
(IVHS’s) traffic has generated considerable thrusts in

the last two decades. The most recent advances in vehicle
controllers and highway management technology seem to
indicate that it is possible to start implementing such systems
in everyday traffic. The main potential advantages are:

1) significant increase in highway capacity and thus traffic
volume served;

2) upgrading the highway safety;
3) decreasing the environmental harm due to vehicle pol-

lution;
4) economic impact (savings in fuel, driving time, new

technology generation, etc.).

IVHS consists of both intelligent vehicles and intelligent
or automated highways. Intelligent vehicles would allow an
increase in highway capacity of up to 300%. This would be
the result of elimination of traffic congestion by increasing
the speed and decreasing the intervehicle distance. The safety
would result from (partial or entire) elimination of the human
factor in vehicle control. It is assumed that the highway traffic
management will be highly intelligent (entry/exit ramps, traffic
signing, and incident detection).

A very important component of an intelligent highways’
management system isa traffic simulation system. Such a
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system, consists of a traffic-flow simulation code, which is able
to simulate traffic on a freeway and arterials network and a
computer system. This computer system consists of hardware
and software. Input/output devices provide data of real-time
traffic measurements from a network of traffic detectors (loops
or cameras) and data on the road geometries or other traffic
characteristics. The system uses a mathematical traffic flow
model to perform traffic-flow simulation and predict the traffic
conditions in real time. These predictions can be used for
real-time traffic control and drivers’ guidance.

Accurate mathematical and computer modeling of the main
characteristics of standard traffic-flow dynamics has been used
in a better understanding of the collective behavior of the
traffic, designing efficient control and management strategies,
assessing the effects of roadway geometries, and in the design
of new highway lanes. Traffic models can be characterized as
either microscopic or macroscopic.

The microscopic models which have been extensive studied
are the so-calledvehicle-follower models, where the behavior
of each vehicle is specified in terms of the vehicle immediately
ahead. Such models have been used in simulating mostly
single-lane traffic and automatic longitudinal/lateral vehicle
control of individual vehicles (see [1], [6], [10], [12], [24], and
[25]). These models (in their continuum formulation) involve
ordinary differential equations describing the movement of
each individual vehicle following the vehicle ahead.

Macroscopic orcontinuum traffic-flow models based on
traffic density, volume, and speedhave been proposed and
analyzed in the past. See, for example, [14], [16]–[19], and
[21]–[23]. These models involvepartial differential equa-
tions (PDE’s) defined on appropriate domains with suitable
boundary conditions, which describe various traffic phenom-
ena and road geometries.

The enhancement of computational efficiency in the contin-
uum traffic models has been the focal point in the development
of traffic simulation programs. One of the main goals of the
traffic-flow simulation programs is to be used as acompu-
tational component in a real-time traffic system. Such a
system would be fed with real-time traffic input data, and it
would predict traffic conditions in real time. These predicted
traffic conditions would be used for traffic control and drivers’
guidance. In past research, traffic simulation systems have
been designed with their computational component being a
single-processor computer.

Junchaya and Chang (see [11]) demonstrated that real-time
traffic simulation is feasible on parallel computers. They con-
sidered a traffic simulation model based on the macroparticle
traffic simulation model (MTSM) (see [2]). This model uses
macroscopic traffic relations to approximate the speed of a
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cluster of vehicles in a given link. Then, the vehicles are
simulated individually. This means that this type of simulation
allows car following and lane changing, as in microscopic
simulations. Thus, this model combines macroscopic and mi-
croscopic model characteristics. This model was implemented
on a parallel computer system. The simulation tests space
domain was a computer-generated (hypothetical) grid network.
No real traffic data were used.

The main objective of this paper is to demonstrate that the
computational component in a real-time system is feasible
for the macroscopic models. Some preliminary results on
the issue of parallelizing computational fluid dynamic (CFD)
methods for transportation problems were presented in [5].
Such a real-time simulation system can be designed using a
parallel computer as its computational component. We design
such a computational component by parallelizing a CFD
method to solve the momentum conservation (macroscopic)
model (see [9], [18], and [23]) and implementing it on the

CUBE2 parallel computer.
Tests with real data from the I-494 freeway in Minneapolis

were conducted. Each processor of theCUBE2 is as powerful
as a SUN 3/50 workstation. We ran tests on theCUBE2
at the Sandia National Laboratory. The execution time for a
2-h traffic-flow simulation of an 18-m freeway, which takes
2.35 min of computer time (on a single-processor computer
simulator), took only 5.25 s on the parallel traffic simulation
system.

The main differences between this work and that of Jun-
chaya and Chang (see [11]) are: 1) our model is a pure
macroscopic model based on the momentum equation, which
implies that we solve a set of PDE’s to obtain the traffic
density, flow, and speed at every discrete time-space point; 2)
our space domain is an actual freeway with multiple-entry/exit
ramps; 3) our simulation tests use real traffic data as input data.

The structure of the article is as follows:

1) In Section II, a traffic-flow simulation model is de-
scribed.

2) In Section III, the parallel implementation of the traffic
model is discussed.

3) In Section IV, the test results are shown.
4) In Section V, conclusions are discussed.

II. A T RAFFIC-FLOW MODEL

In this section, we outline the traffic-flow model that we
adopt for our research. This model is based on a continuum
traffic-flow model, a discrete computer model and a freeway
model (space domain).

A. A High-Order Continuum Model

Lighthill and Whitham (1995) [17] first proposed the follow-
ing simple continuum conservation equation model(LWM )
for the traffic-flow problem

(1)

where and are the traffic density and flow,
respectively, at the space-time point . The generation

term represents the number of cars entering or leaving
the traffic flow in a freeway with entries/exits. The traffic-flow,
density, and speed are related by

(2)

where the equilibrium speed must be provided
by a theoretical or empirical - model. The theoretical -
model can take the general form

(3)

where is the free-flow speedand the jam density
model parameters. More information on this and other forms
of the - relationships can be found elsewhere (see [4] and
the references therein).

Since the simple continuum model does not consider ac-
celeration and inertia effects, it does not describe accurately
nonequilibrium traffic-flow dynamics.High-order continuum
traffic models that include the momentum equation have also
been developed. Such a model is thesemiviscous model[23]
(SVM). This mathematical model for the traffic flow is adopted
for our research. This choice is not a restriction. The same
parallel method can be applied to other continuum models
(e.g., [17] and [22]).

SVM takes into account acceleration and inertia effects by
replacing (3) with a momentum equation. For example, the
equation in [23] has the following form:

(4)

where is the acceleration of an observer moving with the
traffic stream and is related to the accelerationof the traffic
stream as seen by an observer at a fixed point of the road, i.e.,

(5)

The first term on the right-hand side of (4)
represents the relaxation term, the tendency of traffic flow to
adjust speeds due to changes in free-flow speed along
the roadway, where relaxation timeis assumed to vary with
density according to

(6)

where 0 and 0 1 are model parameters. The
second termon the right-hand side of (4) represents
the anticipation term which is the effect of drivers reacting
to downstream traffic conditions. In this term,is the antici-
pation parameter. As implied in this example, if downstream
density is higher due to congestion, speed has to be decreased
accordingly. Conversely, if downstream density is lower, speed
can be increased. From (4)–(6), one derives a momentum
model for the traffic flow described by the following system
of PDE’s:

(7)
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where , , and are the following vectors:

A typical choice of parameters is
and . These parameters

depend on the geometry of the freeway, but also on the time
of the day and even on the weather conditions.

We note that the momentum conservation model does not
require a curve as in the case of the simple continuum
model. However, speed data are required for the boundary
conditions. If speed data are not available from the real traffic
data measurements, then a curve based onoccupancy
data ([23]) is used to generate the speed data. This is discussed
in the next section.

B. Volume-Density Relation

A model curve is an indispensable part of the LWM.
This relation can be used to express the volume as a function
of the flow density, i.e., (see [4]). The equations that
define the curve are used in the programs to convert
density to volume and to convert volume to density. SVM
does not require a curve. However, if thespeed data
are not available from themeasured traffic data, then a
curve is used to compute the traffic speed.

The method that we adopt for estimating traffic density and
speed is based onoccupancydata [7].

Lane occupancy is defined asthe time that loop detector
is ‘‘turned on’’ divided by the measured timeand multiplied
by 100. The value of lane occupancy is available from the
loop detector installed on the freeway pavement. If we assume
that the speed of the vehicle is constant during measurement
time and each vehicle’s length is the same, we can derive the
relationship between density and occupancy as follows:

where number of vehicles that crossed the loop, the

effective length , vehicle length, and
intervehicle distance. (See Fig. 1.)

C. A Discrete Model

We now apply the computer method (Lax) to discretize
SVM. This discrete model will be calledLax Momentum
model. For each traffic model, the road section (the space
dimension) is discretized using a uniform mesh. Let and

be the time and space mesh sizes. We use the following
notation:

density (vehicles/mi/lane) at space node and at time
;

flow (vehicles/h/lane) at space node and at time
;

Fig. 1. Density/occupancycalculation from vehicle relative positions.

speed (mi/h) at space node and at time .

At time , the density value and volume value
are computed directly from the density and volume at

the preceding time step

(8)

The method is of first-order accuracy with respect to,
i.e., the error is . To maintain numerical stability time
and space step sizes must satisfy the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy
(CFL) condition , where is the free-flow speed in
order to maintain numerical stability in the computation (see
[9]). Typically, the space and time meshes ft, and

s are recommended fornumerical stability [23].

D. A Freeway Model

We have used two schemes to add/subtract entry/exit (ramp)
traffic volumes to the main-lane traffic volume in SVM.

1) Point entry/exit scheme: ramp volumes are assumed to
merge into (diverge from or exit from) the freeway main
lane at a single space node. This treatment is necessary
to simplify the modeling and reduce computation time
at such main-lane nodes.

2) Weaving entry/exit scheme: this is used when the ramp is
directly connected to another freeway, and it is explained
in more detail below.

The weaving scheme is outlined as follows. In the following
discussion, let us consider the traffic-flow volume in a freeway
section shown in Fig. 2 at a fixed discrete time. In Fig. 2,
volume represents the through-traffic volume flow from link

to link , volume represents the diverging volume from
link to link , and . is the merging volume
from link to link , volume is the through-volume from
link to link , and . It is obvious that

and . Because there are interchanges
of and , traffic friction at link and link , in this case,
is greater than the case of a single entrance ramp or exit ramp.
Thus, this must be taken into account by calibrating (locally)
the parameter in the mathematical model for these space
nodes. Also, only merging dynamics at an entrance ramp must
be employed, if . Similarly, only diverging dynamics
must be employed, if .

When the distance between linksand is less than 600 ft,
merging and diverging movements must be completed within
a short distance. However, since both and require lane
changing in the same limited length of roadway at the same
time, the sum of and must be included in the generation
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Fig. 2. Weaving flows in a freeway.

term of the model. If the generation term 0, the short
weaving section is treated as a single on ramp. If the generation
term 0, it is treated as a single off ramp. The generation
term then becomes

III. A R EAL-TIME TRAFFIC SIMULATION SYSTEM

In this section, we outline the basic features of the real-
time traffic simulation system. We show that such a system is
feasible as far as its computational component is concerned.

A. The Real-Time Simulation System Architecture

Fig. 3 shows the architecture diagram of a real-time sim-
ulation system. Such a system would consist of a parallel
computer system, data-handling system (DHS), simulation
program and two interface devices. The DHS is the software
which handles the data structures for storing the measured
traffic data and the road characteristics data. DHS could be
built around a database system. The simulation program is
the software which implements the traffic-flow model on the
parallel computer. The interfaces devices consist of networks
which channel data to/from the parallel simulation system.
Traffic measured data are channeled to the parallel simulation
system from the data collection stations. The simulation output
data are channeled to the traffic control and drivers’ guidance
devices.

We call aparallel traffic simulation system a traffic-flow
model, and the parallel computer architecture on which the
traffic-flow model is implemented. Our contribution in this
paper is the design of the parallel traffic simulation system.
The parallel computer system adopted here isCUBE2. The
following terminology is introduced in order to evaluate the
parallel simulation system.

1) Number of processors is the number of processors
in the parallel computer that are assigned to solve
simultaneously the traffic-flow problem.

2) Serial execution time is the time required to solve
the problem on a single-processor computer system.

3) Parallel execution time is the time required to
solve the problem on processors. For a fixed parallel
computer system, is a function of and of the
number of processors available.

4) Parallel speedup is the ratio .

5) Efficiency is the ratio .

Fig. 3. Real-time traffic simulation system architecture.

B. The CUBE2 Parallel Computer

The CUBE2 is a multiple-instruction multiple-data
(MIMD) hypercube parallel computer system. A hypercube
model is an example of a distributed-memory message
passing parallel computer. Let be a positive integer.
In a hypercube of dimension , there are
processors. These processors are labeled by .
Two processors and are directly connected if the
binary representation of and differ in exactly 1 b. Each
edge of the hypercube graph represents a direct connection
between two processors. In a hypercube of dimension ,
each processor is connected to other processors. Thus,
any two processors in a hypercube graph are connected by a
maximum distance of edges. Fig. 4 shows a hypercube
graph of dimension . The number of processors to
be active is chosen by the user, but must be a power of two.

In Table I, we show a summary of interprocessor commu-
nication times for neighbor processors and the basic floating
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Fig. 4. Hypercube (ofndim = 4) with Gray code mapping of linear arrays in its subcubes (ofndim = 3).

TABLE I
COMPUTATION AND COMMUNICATION TIMES ON THE mCUBE2

point operation times for CUBE2 [13]. We see that com-
munication even between neighbor processors is several times
slower than floating point operations.

In a hypercube with a high communication latency, the
algorithm designer must structure the algorithm so that large
amounts of computation are performed between the commu-
nication steps.

The two important factors which influence the delivered
performance of this machine are load-balancing and reduction
of the communication overhead. A program is load balanced
if all the processors are kept busy. An efficient algorithm
is one for which both computations and data are distributed
among the processors so that the computations run in parallel,
balancing the computational loads of the processors as well
as possible.

C. Parallelization of Lax Momentum

Let be the number of processors available in the sys-
tem. The parallelization of the discrete model is obtained by
partitioning the space domain (freeway model) into equalseg-
ments and assigning each segment to the
processors . The choice of indexes
defines a mapping of the segments to the processors.

The computations associated with each segment have as
their goal to compute the density, volume, and speed over
that segment. The computation in the time dimension is
not parallelized. At a fixed discrete time, this essentially
means that the quantities and are computed by
processor if the space node belongs to the segment

. This segment-processor mapping must be such that
the communication delays for data exchanges, required in the
computation, are minimized. Such a mapping of a linear array
(of sets) onto a hypercube is achieved by theGray code
mapping (see [15]). To explain this mapping, we consider

and a freeway section with only 16 space nodes. We
map one space node to each processor. We know that the
space nodes form alinear array in terms of their location.
The discrete model equation (at a fixed discrete time) requires
that the density/speed/volume of nodes1 and 1 are sent
to the processor handling space nodein order to compute
density/speed/volume (at discrete time 1). However, the
processors are not interconnected in a linear array topology.
Thus, we must map a linear array of nodes onto the hypercube.
The same would be true if instead of 16 single space node
we considered a freeway section divided into 16 segments
forming a linear array. Then, the density/speed/volume at the
boundaries of these segments must be sent between processors
handling adjacent segments.

The Gray code mapping is easier to explain by an example.
Here, let the ordering of the nodes, onto which the indexes

are mapped, be from left to right, and let the node
numbers be in binary. For a hypercube of dimension , the
nodes are -bit numbers. For the 1-b case 0, 1 are mapped
to 0, 1. To get the 2-b case, we reflect the 1-b case numbers
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Fig. 5. Parallel execution time (s) onnCUBE2. dt = 1 s anddx = 200 ft.

Fig. 6. Parallel execution time (s) onnCUBE2. dt = 0:5 s anddx = 100 ft.

around the right-most number (1) to get: 0, 11, 0, where
is used to separate the reflected numbers from the preexisting
ones. We add a prefix of 0 (1) to the numbers on the left

(right) (of ) and remove to get 00, 01, 11, 10. Inductively,
we obtain the same way the -bit Gray code numbers
from the -bit code numbers. Fig. 4, illustrates the Gray
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Fig. 7. Speedup onnCUBE2. dt = 1 s and dx = 200 ft.

Fig. 8. Speedup onnCUBE2. dt = 0:5 s and dx = 100 ft.
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Fig. 9. Efficiency onnCUBE2. dt = 1 s and dx = 200 ft.

Fig. 10. Efficiency onnCUBE2. dt = 0:5 s and dx = 100 ft.

code mapping of a linear array of 16 nodes onto the hypercube
of . The nodes’ sequence is marked by arrows.
In the scheduling part of the parallelization, this sequence is
generated (for each dimension hypercube) only once,
and it can be stored and reused.

The parallelization of Lax Momentum with a space domain
a network of freeways can be achieved in a similar way,
by dealing with each member freeway one at time. Each
member freeway is mapped onto a subcube of the hypercube.
The issue of mapping automatically arbitrary networks onto a
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TABLE II
ERROR STATISTICS FOR TRAFFIC FLOW VOLUME (I-494)

TABLE III
ERROR STATISTICS FOR TRAFFIC FLOW SPEED (I-494)

parallel computer system (like anCUBE2) is an active area
of research.

IV. SYSTEM TESTING

We have implemented our simulation code on the (1024-
processor) CUBE2 parallel computer located at the Sandia
National Laboratory in Alburquerque, NM. As our test site,
we considered a multiple-entry/exit freeway section in the
Minneapolis freeway network. This is a section of Eastbound
I-494. The Eastbound I-494 section extends from the Carlson
Parkway to Portland Avenue. It is 18 mi long, and it has 21
entry and 18 exit ramps. To test the program, the time and
space mesh sizes were s and ft. The
discrete model contains 425 space nodes. In order to be able
to test the simulation code on the full configuration, we also
run a test with s and ft. Then, the number
of (space nodes)/(discrete times) doubles. From these results
one could extrapolate the performance of the parallel system
for a (36 mi) freeway traffic simulated for 4 h.

Our tests are distinguished into two units: comparisons with
real data and performance analysis.

A. Comparisons with Real Data

Traffic data are collected at theupstream/downstream
boundaries of the freeway section and atcheck-station sites
inside the freeway section. Let be the number of discrete
time points at which real traffic-flow data are collected. We
compare our simulation computed traffic-flow volume and
speed data with the check-station sites’ data. We use the
following error moduli to measure the effectiveness of the
simulation in comparison with actual data

Maximum Absolute Error

Observed Simulated (9)

Maximum Relative Absolute Error
Observed Simulated

Observed
(10)

Mean Absolute Error

Observed Simulated (11)

Mean Relative Error

Observed Simulated
Observed

(12)

Relative Error with 2 Norm

Observed Simulated

Observed
(13)

Standard Deviation

Observed Simulated

(14)

The error statistics are summarized in Tables II and III.
The relative errors are at a level about 10% for the volume,
but are lower for the speed measurements. These error sizes
are consistent with past simulations carried out by simulation
systems based on a single-processor computer (see [3]).

B. Performance Analysis

We measurethe execution time, which consists of thetime
for input/output data and the computation time as follows.

1) Time for input data: time for reading from the computer
disk of the initial data by processor 0 and then broad-
casting them to all the processors. Initial data are: 1)
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TABLE IV
PARALLEL EXECUTION TIMES (IN SECONDS)

TABLE V
PARALLEL EXECUTION TIMES (IN SECONDS)

volume/speed at entry/exit, upstream/downstream, and
check-station sites and 2) an array of flags.

2) Time for computation: time for discrete model compu-
tations.

3) Time for output data: time for gathering output data from
all processors to processor 0 and then processor 0 writing
to the disk. Output data are: 1) volume/speed at every
sixth space node (i.e., about every 0.25 mi) at every
minute and 2) an array of errors.

In a real-time simulation system, the output data are channeled
to the traffic control and drivers’ guidance devices.

The parallel execution times are tabulated in Tables IV and
V. We note that for the larger configurations about 16% of
the processors are idle because our task scheduling strategy
divides the freeway intoequal segments and maps onto the
processors. We are currently working to improve this task
scheduling strategy.

The parallel execution time is plotted in Figs. 5 and 6. This
execution time is sufficiently fast to justify the usefulness
of the proposed parallel system as part of a real-time traffic
system. The parallel speedup and efficiency curves are given

in Figs. 7–10. It can be seen that a parallel speedup of 27 (57)
is achieved for s ( s) and ft ( ft), on
the largest system configurations. The efficiency of the parallel
processing drops as the number of processors increase. This is
unavoidable because the size of the problem is small compared
to the number of processors used. If we increase the size of
the problem, then the efficiency would increase.

V. CONCLUSION

A very important component of an intelligent highways’
management system is a traffic simulation system. The design
of a real-time traffic simulation system is a challenging prob-
lem. We demonstrate the design of a parallel (macroscopic)
traffic simulation system. This system can be used as a
component of a real-time simulation system. The parallel
simulation system consists of a parallel computer and a traffic
simulation program. We implemented this parallel system
on the CUBE2 parallel computer. A single processor of

CUBE2 is as powerful as a workstation processor. We
ran tests with real traffic data to validate the accuracy and
computational rate of the system. The computer time for a
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2-h traffic-flow simulation of an 18-mi freeway, with real
input data, takes 5.05 s versus 2.35 min on a single-processor
system time. This demonstrates that there is a great potential
of using parallel processors in the design and implementation
of real-time traffic systems.
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